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FOREWORD
 This manual is a very important tool! Keep it with the machine at all times.
 The purpose of this manual is to provide owners, users, operators, lessors, and

lessees with the precautions and operating procedures essential for the safe and
proper machine operation for its intended purpose.

 Due to continuous product improvements, Eastman Heavy Machinery Co., Ltd.
reserves the right to make specification changes without prior notification.
Contact Eastman Heavy Machinery Co., Ltd. for updated information.

 This manual is used to guide the operator use the machine correctly, follow the
instructions and procedures to raising operator with the necessary tools and
materials to the operating position.

 Find any uncovered or unclear problems, please contact with manufacturer
instead of handling yourself.

Notice
1. Before operating the vehicle, it’s a must to read this manual and to understand the

contents of the manual.
2. The user or the operator should not be able to take operation responsibility.
3. The operator has to read this manual and understand, and operating a vehicle

under the supervision of an experience qualified operator.
4. The manufacturer is not directly operating vehicles, appropriate security

measures are the responsibility of the user and all operators.
5. Without the written permission by the manufacturers, making any changes on

vehicles is forbidden.

SAFETY ALERT SYMBOLS AND SAFETY SIGNAL

WORDS

 This is the Safety Alert Symbol. It is used to alert you to the potential personal
injury hazards.
 Obey all safety messages that follow this symbol to avoid possible injury or
death.

1. DANGER
Indicates an imminently hazardous situation. If not avoided, will result in serious

injury or death. This decal will have a red background.
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2. WARNING
Indicates a potentiality hazardous situation. If not avoided, could result in serious

injury or death. This decal will have an orange background.

3. CAUTION
Indicates a potentiality hazardous situation. If not avoided, may result in minor

or moderate injury. It may also alert against unsafe practices. This decal will have a
yellow background.

4. NOTICE
Indicates information or a company policy that relates directly or indirectly to the

safety of personnel or protection of property. About the relevant information of the
safety announcement of this product has issued, please contact Eastman Heavy
Machinery Co., Ltd. or authorized represent in the local.
5. WARNING
1) Eastman Heavy Machinery Co., Ltd. sends safety related bulletins to the owner of

record of this machine. Contact Eastman Heavy Machinery Co., Ltd. to ensure
that the current owner records are updated and accurate.

2) Eastman Heavy Machinery Co., Ltd. must be notified immediately in all
instances where EHM products have been involved in an accident involving
bodily injury or death of personnel or when substantial damage has occurred to
personal property or the EHM product.

For:
·Accident Reporting
·Product Safety Publications
·Current Owner Updates
·Questions Regarding Product Safety
·Standards and Regulations Compliance Information
·Questions Regarding Special Product Applications
·Regarding Product Modifications

6. CONTACT:
See address on manual rear cover

7. REVISION
Original issue of Manual October 20, 2013
Manual Revised June 25, 2019
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SECTION 1 SAFETY PRECAUTION

1-1 GENERAL

This section outlines the precaution for proper and safe machine usage and
maintenance. In order to promote proper machine usage, it’s mandatory that a daily
routine is established based on the content of this manual. A maintenance program,
using the information provided in this manual and Maintenance&Troubleshooting
Manual, must also be established by a qualified person and must be followed to
ensure that the machine is safe to operate.

If there are any questions with regard to safety, training, inspection, maintenance,
application and operation, please contact Eastman Heavy Machinery Co., Ltd.
(“EHM”).

WARNING:
FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THE SAFETY PRECAUTIONS LISTED

IN THIS MANUAL COULD RESULT IN MACHINE DAMAGE, PROPERTY
DAMAGE, PERSONAL INJURYOR DEATH.

1-2 PRE-OPERATION

 Operator Training and Knowledge
• The Operation and Safety Manual must be read entirely before operating the

machine.
• An operator must not accept operating responsibilities until adequate training

has been given by competent and authorized persons.
• Allow only those authorized and qualified personnel to operate the machine

who have demonstrated that they understand the safe and proper operation
and maintenance of the unit.

• Read, understand and obey all DANGER, WARNING, CAUTIONS and
operating instructions on the machine and in this manual.

• Ensure that the machine is to be used in a manner which is within the scope
of its intended application as determined by EHM. All operating personnel
must be familiar with the emergency controls and emergency operation of the
machine as specified in this manual.

• Read, understand and obey all applicable employers, local and governmental
regulations as they pertain to your utilization and application of the machine.

 Workplace Inspection
• Precautions to avoid all hazards in the work area must be taken by the user

before operating the machine.
• Do not operate or raise the platform from a position on trucks, trailers,

railway cars, floating vessels, scaffolds or other equipment unless the
application is approved in written by EHM.

• Before operating, check work area for overhead hazards such as electric lines,
bridge cranes and other potential overhead obstructions.
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• Check floor surface for holes, bumps, drop-offs, obstructions, debris,
concealed holes and other potential hazards.

• Do not operate the machine in hazardous environments unless approved by
EHM.

• Ensure that the ground conditions are adequate to support the maximum tire
load indicated on the tire load decals located on the chassis adjacent to each
wheel.

• This machine can be operated in nominal ambient temperatures of 0oF to
104oF(－20℃～40℃). Consult EHM to optimize operation outside of this
temperature range.

 Machine Inspection
• Do not check this machine until the inspections and functional check have

been performed as specified in Section 2 of this manual. Do not operate this
machine until it has been serviced and maintained according to the
maintenance and inspection requirements as specified in the machine’s
Maintenance&Troubleshooting Manual.

• Ensure all safety devices are operated properly. Modification of these devices
is a safety violation.

WARNING
• Modification or alteration of an aerial work platform shall be made only with

prior written permission from the manufacturer.
• Do not operate any machine on which the safety or instruction placards or

decals are missing or illegible.
• Avoid accumulation of debris on platform deck. Keep mud, oil, grease and

other slippery substances from footwear and platform deck.

1-3 OPERATION

 General
• Do not use the machine for any purpose other than positioning personnel,

their tools and equipment.
• Never operate a malfunctioning machine. If a malfunction occurs, shut down

the machine. Remove the unit from service and notify the proper authorities.
• Never slam a control switch or lever through neutral to an opposite direction.

Always return switch to neutral and stop before moving the switch to the
next function. Operate controls with slow and even pressure.

• Do not allow personnel to tamper with or operate the machine from the
ground with personnel in the platform, except in an emergency.

• When two or more persons are in the platform, the operator shall be
responsible for all machine operations.

• Do not carry materials directly on platform railing unless approved by EHM.
• Always ensure that power tools are properly stowed and never left hanging

by their cord from the platform work area.
• Do not stretch any articles or tools out of platform unless approved by EHM.
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• When the machine cannot move, just loose the brake and pulling at the
chassis tie –down lugs.

• Stow platform assembly and shut off all power before leaving machine.
 Trip and Fall Hazards

• All persons in the platform wear a full body harness with a lanyard attached
to an authorized lanyard anchorage point while operating this machine.
Attach only one lanyard per lanyard anchorage point.

Lanyard anchorage point

• Prior to operation, ensure all gates and rails are fastened and secured in their
proper position.

• Keep both feet firmly positioned on the platform floor at all times. Never
positioned ladders, boxes, steps, planks or similar items on unit to provide
additional reach for any purpose.

• Entering and exiting the platform through gate is a must.
• Use extreme caution when entering or leaving platform. Ensure that the

platform assembly is fully lowered. Face the machine when entering or
leaving the machine, using two hands and one foot or two feet and one hand
at all times during entry and exit.

 Electrocution Hazards
• This machine is not insulated and does not provide protection from contact or

proximity to electrical current.
• Maintain distance from electrical lines, apparatus or any energized (exposed

or insulated) parts according to the Minimum Approach Distance (MAD) as
shown in Table 1-1.

Electrocution hazards warning
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Table1- 1 MinimumApproach Distance (M.A.D.)

 DANGER
• Do not allow machine or person get into MAD. Suppose all the electrical element

and line carry power unless it’s already known.
• Maintain a clearance of at least 10ft.(3m) between any part of the machine and its

occupants, their tools and their equipment from any electrical line or apparatus
carrying up to 50,000 volts. One foot additional 30,000 volts or less.

• Take considerate of decreasing the distance when the machine moving and
electrical line swing.

• The minimum approach distance may be reduced if insulating barriers are
installed to prevent contact, and the barriers are rated for the voltage of the line
being guarded. These barriers shall not be part of (or attached to) the machine.
The minimum approach distance shall be reduced to a distance within the
designed working dimensions of the insulating barrier. This determination shall
be made by a qualified person in accordance with the employer, local or
government requirements for work practices near energized equipment.

 Tipping Hazards

Tipping Hazards
• The user should be familiar with the driving surface before driving. Do not

exceed the allowable side slope and grade while driving.
• Never exceed the maximum work load as 227kg. Keep all loads equally

within the platform deck.
• Before driving on floors, bridges, trucks and other surfaces, check allowable

capacity of the surfaces. Check the slope, confirm that the wheels have good
adhesion. To ensure the driving wheel does not exist water, ice, grease or any
other matters on the surface.

Voltage Range
（Phase to Phase）

Minimum Approach Distance
（Meters）

0 ～ 50 kV 3
50 kV ～ 200 kV 5
200kV ～ 350 kV 6
350 kV ～ 500 kV 8
500 kV ～ 750 kV 11
750 kV ～ 1000 kV 14

Note：This requirement shall apply except where employer, local or
governmental regulations are more stringent.
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• Do not elevate platform or drive with platform elevated while on or near a
sloping, uneven or soft surface.

• Ensure machine is positioned on a firm, level and smooth surface before
elevating platform or driving with the platform in the elevated position.

• When driving on a slope, the platform must be reduced to minimum height.
• Never attempt to use the machine as a crane. Do not tie-off machine to any

adjacent structure. Never attach wire, cable or any similar items to platform.
• Do not increase the platform size with unauthorized deck extensions or

attachments.
• If mast assembly or platform is caught so that one or more wheels are off the

ground, all persons must be removed before attempting to free the machine.
Use appropriate equipment to stabilize machine and remove personnel.

 Crushing and Collision Hazards
• Approved head gear must be worn by all operating and ground personnel.
• Watch for obstructions around machine and overhead when driving. Check

clearances above, on sides and bottom of platform when lifting or lowering
platform.

• During operation, keep all body parts inside platform railing.
• Always post a lookout when driving in areas where vision is obstructed.
• Keep non-operating personnel at least 6.6ft(2m) away from machine during

all driving operations.
• Exercise extreme caution at all times to prevent obstacles from striking or

interfering with operating controls and persons in the platform.
• Avoid operating over ground personnel. Warn personnel not to work, stand or

walk under a raised platform. Position barricades on floor as necessary.

1-4 TOWING, LIFTINGAND HAULING

• Never allow personnel in platform while towing, lifting or hauling.
• This machine should not be towed, except in the event of emergency,

malfunction, power failure, or loading/unloading.
• Ensure platform is fully retracted and completely empty of tools prior to

towing, lifting or hauling.
• Lifting machine only at designated areas of the machine. Lift with a lift

equipment of adequate capacity.

1-5 OTHER RISK OR SECURITY

• Do not use the machine for welding ground wire.
• Take preventive measures to protect chassis from directly touching welding

and cutting metal splash, when perform welding or metal cutting operations.
• The battery fluid with high corrosion resistance. Avoid contact with skin and

clothing at any time.
• Charging batteries in a well-ventilated place.
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SECTION 2 EQUIPMENT PARAMETER
AND OPERATE

2-1 GENERAL

E series sell-propelled aerial work platform, which is design and made by EHM,
can lift operator, necessary tools and material to work position.

2-2 FUNCTION INTRODUCTION

Figure 2.1 E12 parts introduction
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Figure 2.2 M12 parts introduction
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Comparison of specifications of E12 and M12.
MODEL E12 M12

Working Height 5.66m 5.66m
Platform Height 3.66m 3.66m

Platform Length×Width 1.02m×0.76m 1.02m×0.76m
Height - Stowed 1.9m 1.9m
Length - Stowed 1.37m 1.37m
Overall Width 0.76m 0.76m

Ground Clearance 0.06m 0.06m
Platform Capacity 230kg 230kg

Drive Speed - Stowed 4km/h 4km/h
Drive Speed - Raised 0.8km/h 0.8km/h

Gradeability 25% 25%
Turning Radius - Inside 0 0
Turning Radius - Outside 1.42m 1.42m

Lift/lower speed 12s/16s 12s/16s
Wheel Size-Rear Wheel 0.23m×0.08m, 0.4kW 0.23m×0.08m, 0.4kW
Wheel Size-Front Wheel 0.2m×0.08m 0.2m×0.08m

Batteries 2x 12V/150 Ah 2x 12V/150 Ah
Weight 850kg 850kg

2-3 OPERATION

Power on operation

1. In the ground control station, turn the key switch to the platform operating position.
2. Turn the emergency stop switch clockwise so that it is in the position of ON (pull out).
3. In the platform control station, clockwise rotation of the emergency stop switch, so that it is

in the ON (pull out) position.
4. After the boot screen will display the battery power and working hours.

1.Joystick

3.Emergency
stop switch

2.Indicator

5.Horn button

4.Toggle switch
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Figure 2.3 Platform control station

Steering and driving

On the platform control station, turn toggle switch to drive, press the enable switch, to the
rotating or moving in the direction pulled and keep the joystick.

Lifting and lowering

On the platform control station, turn toggle switch to lift, press the enable switch, forward (or
rear) trigger and maintain joystick, forward to rise, to back down.

Ground control station

M12:

E12:

Figure 2.4 ground control station

6.Enable switch
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In the ground control station, insert the key, select the keyswitch to ground operation position,
suspend 3 seconds for the controller to re add power before operation.
1. Mast lift knob -for raising or lowering mast.
2. Circuit breaker - system current overload protection, press to reset.
3. Circuit breaker - controller current overload protection, press to reset.
4. Emergency stop switch - press the switch to stop all the functions of the machine. Recovery

machine function, the switch should rotate clockwise.
5. "Platform/close/ground" selector switch - 3 position selector switch, which can provide the

operating power supply for the platform or ground control device, and can turn off the
machine power supply in the OFF position.

6. Brake release button - release the drive wheel brake when towing mode.

Notice：
If you do not hold down the enable switch operation handle, the machine does not have
a corresponding action, fault indicator will light red light, press enable switch.
If toggle switch is not in place, there will be no movement.

2-4 EMERGENCY CONTROL

When the machine's electrical system failure, you can use the manual lowering valve block to
lower the platform. The manual lowering valve block is located in the rear of the machine, press
the red button counterclockwise rotation, platform decline, down to a predetermined position,
press the button clockwise, return to normal operating position.

Figure 2.5 Emergency lowering

2-5 EMERGENCY LOWERING DEVICE

E12: when operator needs to do emergency lowering, keep pressing emergency drop button.

Emergency drop
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M12: when operator needs to do emergency drop, keep pulling Emergency drop cable.

2-6 ALARM

The following situations will be issued a warning:
1. When the platform is in the high altitude, the ground slope is more than 1.5 degrees

horizontal or vertical 3 degrees (will also prohibit the rise, drive).
2. Raising and lowering.
3. Driving.
4. There is an obstacle on the ground pothole protection mechanism is not fully open.

2-7 POWER OFFAND STORE

Turn off and park the machine according to the following steps:
1. Drive the machine to a reasonable protection and well-ventilated area.
2. Confirm the platform down completely.
3. Turn platform/ground selection switch to the OFF position, the key is pulled out, shut down

the machine, to prevent unauthorized use.
4. In the ground control station, turn the emergency stop switch to close (press) position.
5. When necessary, cover the platform console, operating guidance signs, precautions and

warning labels, to ensure that it is protected in harsh environments.
6. When necessary to charge the battery.

2-8 BATTERYCHARGE

Note: the battery status will be displayed on the screen.
Note: the battery must be charged when less than 2 grid display.
Note: before the start of charging, confirm the machine is stopped in a well-ventilated place.
Note: in the process of charging, lifting and driving will be prohibited.
Note: special charging line must be used to charge the battery.

 Danger
Just plug the charger into the socket in the correct installation. Do not use or change of

grounding adapter plug. Please do not contact the non-insulated part or the non-insulated battery
terminal of the output connector.

If the AC power cord is damaged, or the charger is subjected to strong impact, drop or there
is any other form of damage, do not operate the charger.

Emergency drop
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Be sure to disconnect the AC power supply, before connect or disconnect the
(positive/negative) connection between the battery (positive/negative).

Do not open or remove the charger.

Figure 2.6 Charger socket
 The battery charger status indicator shows significance as follows:

Green - charge completion
Yellow - charging
Red - charge anomaly

2-9 ELECTRIC SOCKET FOR PLATFORM

See figure 2.6.

2-10 TRANSPORT

Transport machine：
－The platform should be completely lowered to the collection location.
－Remove all loose objects from the machine.
－This machine should be transported by forklift, forklift should be inserted from the rear.
－The machine should be tied up in a truck or trailer deck.

 Warning
Confirm the forklift and its equipment load.
When driving a forklift, the machine can only be lifted in the design position, and keep the

wheel from the ground and close to the ground as far as possible.
Do not recommend the use of lifting handling way, inevitable measures should be taken to

ensure that the platform will not damage the fence.

Charger socket

Electric socket for platform

Charger indication
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Figure 2-7 Handling with a forklift

2-11 TOWING

It is not recommended to tow the machine, except for emergency situations such as machine
failure or partial power failure.

To release the brake (hold down the brake release button for more than 5 seconds).
The machine should be tied up in a truck or trailer deck.
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SECTION 3 USER RESPONSIBILITY
MACHINE PREPARATIONAND

INSPECTION

3-1 PERSONEELTRAINING

• Aerial work platform is a device operated by the operator, therefore, must be
responsible for the operation and maintenance of the trained personnel.

• Any person under the influence of drugs or alcohol, or in the presence of epilepsy,
dizziness or the body out of control and other symptoms, not to operate the
machine.

 Operator Training
Operator training must include:

1. Platform control, ground control, emergency control and the use and restriction of
security system related control.

2. Control labels, operating instructions and warnings on the machine.
3. Employer rules and government regulations.
4. The use of approved drop protection devices.
5. Fully understand the operation of machinery to ensure that the failure or potential

failure can be identified.
6. In the place where overhead obstruction or other mobile devices, and obstacles,

depressions, holes, steep places may exist, how to the operate the machine.
7. How to avoid damage to the conductor without protection.
8. Special operation requirements or machine application.

 Training supervision
Training shall be carried out in the open spaces where there are no obstacles and

shall be supervised by the qualified personnel until the trainee has the ability to safely
control and operate the machine.

 Operator responsibility
The operator must make it clear that he has the responsibility and authority to

shut down the machine when the machine or the operating site is in trouble or other
unsafe conditions.

3-2 PREPERATION, INSEPECTIONAND MAINTENANCE

The following table records the periodic inspection and maintenance
recommended by EHM. Please refer to the relevant local regulations to obtain more
requirements on the platform. The frequency of inspection and maintenance shall be
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increased in accordance with the need for the use of the machine with a harsh
environment, increased frequency of use, or harsh conditions of use.

Notice
The factory certification and maintenance engineers approved by EHM
should have received EHM maintenance training personnel for the relevant
EHM product model training, and the results are qualified.

chart3-1 Inspection and maintenance

type frequency
principal responsible

person
maintenance
qualification

Pre-start
inspection

Before using each day, or whenever
there is an operator change

User or operator User or operator

Pre-delivery
inspection

Before each sale, lease, or rental
delivery

Owner, dealer, or user
Qualified
mechanic

Daily
inspection

In service for 3 months or 150
hours, whichever comes first. Or
out of service for a period of more
than 3 months. Or purchased used.

Owner, dealer, or user
Qualified
mechanic

Annual
machine
inspection

Annually, no later than 13 months
from the date of prior inspection

Owner, dealer, or user
Factory trained
service technician
(recommended)

Preventative
maintenance

At interval specified in the service
and maintenance manual

Owner, dealer, or user
Qualified
mechanic

3-3 PRE-START INSPECTION

 The Pre-Start Inspection should include each of the following：

1. Cleanliness – Check all surfaces for leakage (oil or battery fluid) or foreign
objects. Report any leakage to the proper maintenance personnel.

2. Structure - Inspect the machine structure for dents, damage, weld or parent metal
cracks or other discrepancies.

3. Decals and Placards – Check all for cleanliness and legibility. Make sure none of
the decals and placards are missing. Make sure all illegible decals and placards
are cleaned or replaced.

4. Battery – Charge as required.
5. “Walk-Around” Inspection – Refer to figure 2.1.
6. Function Check – Once the “Walk-Around” Inspection is complete, perform a

functional check of all systems in an area free of overhead and ground level
obstructions. Refer to Section 2.3.
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 Warning
If the machine is running abnormally, please turn off the machine immediately.

Please report to the related maintenance personnel. Please do not operate the machine
until the machine has been recognized for safe operation.

3-4 “WALK-AROUND” INSPECTION

 Warning
• To avoid possible injury, be sure machine power is off.
• Do not operate until all malfunctions have been corrected.
• Inspection note: On all components, make sure there are no loose or missing

parts, that they are securely fastened, and that no visible damage, leaks or
excessive wear exists in addition to any other criteria mentioned.

1. Platform and gate – gate open and close normal.
2. Platform and ground control station – placard secure and legible, control lever and switches

return to neutral, and emergency stop switch function properly.
3. Steering normally.
4. Wheels and tires – properly secured, no missing lug nuts. Check Whether the tread wear, cut,

tear or other differences. Check if the wheel is damaged or corroded.
5. Complete hood assembly.
6. Lifting chain, chain block and cotter pin should be installed in the appropriate location. Chain

tension and lubrication are correct.
7. Limit switch - the installation and fixing of the mast limit switch.

3-5 FUNCTION CHECK

Perform the Function Check as follows:

 Control station:
1. From the ground control station:
1) According to the order of the operation of all functions, to confirm that the

operation is normal.
2) Ensure that all machine functions are disabled when the Emergency Stop Button

is depressed.

2. From the platform control station:
1) Operate all functions, drive/lift mode select switch, horn button, enable trigger,

and joystick functions to ensure proper operation.
2) Ensure that all machine functions are disabled when the Emergency Stop Button

is depressed.
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3) With the platform elevated 6in (15cm) or more on a smooth, firm, and level
surface, drive the machine to check if the high drive cutout speed limit is engaged.
Drive speed will be reduced from a top speed of 4 kph to 0.8 kph.

4) With the platform in the transport (stowed) position. Drive the machine on a
grade, not to exceed the rated gradeability, and stop to ensure the brakes hold.
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